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Triangular UHF Algebras 
RICHARD L. BAKIIR 
In this paper we classify triangular UHF algebras. The generic triangular UHF 
algebra is constructed as follows. Let ( p,,) be any sequence of positive integers such 
that p,,, 1 p,, whenever m < II. l-or each PI let 7;>,, he the algebra of all p,, x pe upper 
triangular complex matrices, and for wz $ ~2, let m,,P,,,: r,,” + r,,” be the mappIng 
I H l,,@ .Y, where cl= ,n,,;‘p,. A triangular UHF algebra (TUHF) of rank (p,) is any 
Ranach algebra that is isometrically Isomorphic to the Banach algebra inductive 
limit .F = lim,, . r ( T,],,; 0 ,,,,, p,,,). The principal result of the paper is that if .Y and 
.Y are arbitrary TUHF algebras, then ‘1 1s Isometrically isomorphic to ? If. and 
only of .‘/’ and I have the same supernatural number. d ,990 .4c;,*emir Pm,. lnr 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a seminal 1960 paper [2], J. Glimm introduced uniformly hyperfinite 
(UHF) C*-algebras. UHF algebras have a rich structure and constitute a 
plentiful source of test cases for conjectures about general C*-algebras. In 
this paper we will investigate the class of Triangular UHF (TUHF) 
algebras. TUHF algebras arc non-selfadjoint analogues of UHF algebras, 
and hopefully the class of TUHF algebras will serve as a reservoir of test 
cases for hypotheses about general non-selfadjoint operator algebras. 
The generic triangular UHF algebra is constructed as follows. Select a 
sequence (p,,) of positive integers such that P”,, IP,~ whenever m <n. For 
each n let T,,,, be the algebra of all p,, x p,, upper triangular complex 
matrices. For rn < n define cI ,,,, ,,,, to be the following mapping from T,,,, into 
T/I,, ’
CT I’,, ,J .y 1 = 1 r, 0 .c v’r E 7,,rn ~ d = P,,/P,,, 
Then a triangular UHF algebra of rank (p,) is any Banach algebra that is 
isometrically isomorphic to the following Banach algebra inductive limit: 
.P = lim (T ,,,,; r,‘,,. ,J 
,,- I 
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We can uniquely assign to each TUHF algebra its supernatural number, 
which is a certain sequence of (possibly infinite) powers of prime numbers. 
The principal result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. Jf’,Y and J are arbitrary triangular UHF algebras, then .(/’ 
is i.rometricall)~ isomorphic to .T if, and only if .Y and .F have the .sumc 
.etrpernaiiuwl number. 
Unlike UHF algebras, triangular UHF algebras do not have an involu- 
tion, or *-operation. Therefore the full power of *-algebraic methods is not 
at our disposal for proving Theorem I. In this paper other strategies of a 
non-selfadjoint nature are invented to prove the theorem. 
Our plan in this paper is as follows. In Section II we fix the definitions 
and terminology that will be needed in the sequel. The purpose of Sec- 
tion III is to prove Theorem 3.13. This theorem is the main non-selfadjoint 
tool used in the proof of Theorem I. Finally, in Section IV we give the 
proof of Theorem I. 
Theorem I appeared as the main result in the author’s dissertation. The 
dissertation was supervised by William B. Arveson at the University of 
California, Berkeley. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
TUHF algebras are a subclass of Banach algebra inductive limits, hence 
we will begin by defining these inductive limits. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let (d,,) be a sequence of unital Banach algebras. Let 
; @% 1?1 : 111~ n ) be a family of isometric isomorphisms from x& into .4, such 
that the following conditions hold: 
@,,.,,,(1,,,) = I?,, where I p is the unit element of x$; 
@FL ,I a,,. ,,I = @r,. 171. whenever m d p and p d n. 
Let ,F be the algebraic direct product of the algebras .4!, and let 9 be the 
following subalgebra of 9: 
Y = (-Y = (r,,) E .P / 3mVn 3 m: .Y,, = @ ,,.,,, (.\-,,I) 
Define a semi-norm on 9 as 
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this limit exists because the mappings CD,,,,, are isometries and there exists 
an m such that for m d n, x,, = CD ,,,,,, (x,,,). N ow let 9 be the following ideal 
of 2: 
.P= {XEX /II// =O). 
The semi-norm I/ I/ on 9 induces on Y/X a pre-Banach algebra norm. 
The Banach algebra inductive limit, .d, of the system (d:,; Q,,,,,) is defined 
to be the completion of W/J under this norm. We denote .d by 
.d= lim (~4,; @ ,,,, ,). 
!1 + / 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let p and q be two positive integers such that q I p, say 
p = dq. The standard mapping rr,,‘, from M, into M, is defined as 
a,J.x) = 1 do x, v’x E M,. 
Note that ~,,,JJ’.,~, = CJ,~.~,, whenever q Irl p. Moreover, gp,y maps T, into 
T,,, where T,, is the algebra of all n x n upper triangular matrices. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let (p,,) be a sequence of positive integers such that 
pm I p,, whenever m d n. A triangular UHF algebra (TUHF) of rank (p,) is 
any Banach algebra that is isometrically isomorphic to the Banach algebra 
inductive limit 
.P = lim CT,),,; Qua.,,,,). ,1 + -, 
The TUHF algebra .Y is said to be in standard form. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let (p,,) be any sequence of positive integers. The 
supernatural number determined by (p,,) is the function N[(p,,)], with 
domain the set of primes, such that for any prime number x, 
N(p,,)l(x) = sup{k I +I: xk I P,,). 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let (p,,) be any sequence of positive integers such that 
pm1 pn whenever m 6n. The supernatural number of the standard-form 
TUHF algebra .? =lim,,, *(T,,; a,,,,J is defined to be the function 
NC(P,,)l. 
III. A NON-SELFADJOINT TOOI 
In this section we prove a series of results that culminate in 
Theorem 3.13. This theorem is the main non-selfadjoint tool used in the 
proof of Theorem I. In a nutshell, Theorem 3.13 states that if C fl is a type 
I,, von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space W and if 
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{F;, , ( 1 < i < j < k} is a triangular system of matrix units (see Definition 3.1 ) 
in B(Z) such that the Fii., can be approximated by operators in A’, then 
the F,,, can be approximated by a triangular system of matrix units 
{E,, , I 1 < i < j< k} in A’ such that the C*-algebra generated by the E,, , 
has a direct summand that is *-isomorphic to M,. 
Here is a short directory of how each of the results of this section depend 
on the other results of the section: Lemma 3.13 depends directly on 3.10, 
3.11, and 3.12; 3.10 depends on 3.6, 3.8, and 3.9; 3.8 depends on 3.7; 3.6 
depends on 3.2 and 3.3; 3.3 depends on 3.4 and 3.5. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let k 3 1 be an arbitrary positive integer, and let .R/ 
be a unital C*-algebra. Let jE,, ,I 1 < if j < k) be a given family of 
elements from .&. Then this family is said to be a triangular system of 
matrix units in .&’ if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The family {E,., 1 1 < i 6 k } is an orthogonal system of selfadjoint 
projections in .d such that cf=, E,., = 1; 
(b) llE,,,ll = 1, 1 <i<.j<k; 
(c) if 1 <i<p<k and I <q<j<k, then 
EVE,., = 
E I. , 3 ifp=q; 
0, otherwise. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let k > 2 he any positive integer, and let {X, / 1 < i < k) be 
any family of normed linear spaces. Let {F,,,l 16iG jgk} and 
{ T,,, I 1 d id j& k} be families oj. bounded linear transformations F,, ,, 
Ti,,: X,-+X, such that for all i<,j, lIF,,J = 1, and //T,,,ll ~2. Let 6>0 he 
any positive number, and suppose that .for all 1 < i< p <j< k, M’e have 
I) F,. , - T,, , /I, I/ T,, , - T,. p T,,, ,I1 < S. Then .for i < j we have 
IIT,,,+,...T, I.,-F,,,+,..,F, ,,,ll, 
IT,.,- T,.,,, ,,-T,p,,,ll <6(2’ ‘- 1). 
Proof Fix k; then the lemma is easily proved by using double induc- 
tion on pairs i, j, where 1 d i < j< k. 1 
We now introduce the following notational convention. Let 
{A, ,I 1 ,<idj<k} a ny family of nj x n, complex matrices, and define 
n =‘cf=, R,. Then we will denote by 
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the n x n matrix conisting of k’ blocks with Ai,, in the (i, j)th block, and 
such that O,+ x ,lq is in the (p, q)th block whenever (p, q) # (i, j). 
Roughly speaking, the content of the next theorem is as follows: Let 
(n,)f= 1 be a sequence of positive integers and let n = Cf_, n,. Let 
(A, , ( 1 6 i <,j d k} be a family of n, x n, complex matrices and define 
If the family , {A: ,I 1 G i < ,j < k ) “approximates” a triangular system of 
matrix units in M,, then there exist n, x ni unitary matrices U, and “com- 
pressions” E,, , = (A B, ) ’ ), with llBJ < 1 whenever i<.j, such that U*A:.,U 
approximates 
3.3. THEOREM. Let 6 > 0 be an arbitrary positive number and let k > 2 be 
any positive integer. Then there exists a positive number 6 = c~(E, k) > 0 with 
the property thut if {A,. iI 1 6 i < j< k} is any ,family of n, x n, complex 
matrices sati&ing conditions (a)-(c) below, then there exists a sequence of 
n; x nj unitary matrices (U,)g= , and a family {E;,, 1 1 d i < j < k j of n, x n, 
matrices such that conditions (d)-(f) below are sati?fied: 
(a) I llA,.,ll-11<6, l<i<.i<k; 
(b) Ai,,= l,,, 1 didk; 
(c) lIA,,,-A,.,,A,,,ll ~6, 1 didpdj<k; 
(d) tf I < i <,j 6 k, then E,, , has the form 
Er..,= ( 1 0 ) 
0 B,,, ’ 
where B,,, has dimension (n, - 1) x (n, - 1) and II B,,,II < 1; 
(e) E,,,= l,,,, 1 <i<k; 
(f) I/UPA,,,U,-E,,,II <E, 1 <idj<k. 
We will use induction on k to prove Theorem 3.3. In essence, the 
following lemma states that the inductive step from k to k + 1 holds. The 
basic idea of the proof of the inductive step is to reduce the given family 
fA,j~1~i~j~k+1}tothefamily{A,,,~1~i~~j~k+1;i#k,,j#k~,and 
then to apply the induction hypothesis to the latter family. 
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3.4. h3WfA. Let E > 0 be an arbitrary positive number and let k 3 2 be 
any positive integer. Suppose that Theorem 3.3 holds for the pair (E, k), and 
let 6 = c~(E, k) > 0 be the positive number that Theorem 3.3 assigns to this 
pair. Assume that {A;,ll<i<j<k+l) is a family of n, x n, complex 
matrices such that the ,following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) I /lA,J ~ II ~6, 1 <i<.j<k+ 1; 
(b) A,,,= 1,,3, 1 di<k+ 1; 
(c) IlA,,,-A,,,,A,,,II ~6, 1 <i<p<jbk+ 1. 
Define .f to be the ,following set qf ordered pairs of positive integers. 
.B={(i,j)ll<id,jdk+l;i#k,j#k] 
Then there exists a sequence of n, x ni unitary matrices ( W,)fT: and a family 
jE,.,/(kj)~.~} .f o n, x n, matrices such that the following statements hold: 
(d) If i < j und (i, j) E J, then there exists an (n, - 1) x (n, - 1) mutri.\- 
f?,., such that I/ BJ < 1 and 
Et,, = 
(e) E,,,= I,,,, v(i, i)EJ; 
(f) ,for all (i, j) E 9, 
II W,*Az, 1W, - Ei. 1 II < E; 
(g) there exists a o 2 0 such that the matrix W:A I,k W, has the ,form 
W:A 1.k wk = 
i 
Proof: It is easy to verify that for (i, j) E 4 the following three condi- 
tions are true: 
(h) I llA,,,lI - 11 < 6; 
6) A,,,= I,,,, 
ci) I/A,,,-Ai,PA,,,,/I <& (i, P), (p,j)ECg. 
Therefore, after appropriate relabeling of indices, the induction hypothesis 
applies to the family {A,,il (i, j) ~4). Thus conditions (h)-(j) imply that 
there exist a sequence ( Vi)fzi of nix ni unitary matrices and a family 
iE,.,l(i,.~)E.~) f o n, x ni matrices such that the following conditions hold: 
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(k) If i<j and (ij)~.F, then there exists an (n,- 1) x (n,- 1) matrix 
B,,, such that l/B,, ,/I < 1 and 
E,.  = 
(1) E,,=l,,, V(i,i)E.g; 
0-n) V,*A,,,V,-E,.,Il cc, (i.i)~.Y. 
Conditions (k)-(m) imply that the unitaries (I’,):,‘: in conjunction with 
the families {B,. , / (i, ,i) E 9) and (E,., 1 (i,,j) E 9) satisfy conditions (d))(f) 
above. 
Now write the matrix V;“A ,,k in the form: 
It is easy to verify that there exists an n, x n, unitary matrix U such that 
(y,, ...L’hi.) U=(o 0 ‘.. O), 
where 0 = 11 (J,, . ~,,,,)ll > 0. Let W, ,..., W, + , be the unitaries: 
w, = 
i 
v,, if i # k; 
(i, otherwise. 
Then we have 
(n) WTA,,, W, = V:A,,, U 
?‘I1 “’ YIni . 
=i: ‘. 4 
I/ 
J’ ,,,I “’ ?‘,I, ,i
= b-11 ‘.’ J-hi) u 
! x ! 
=( 
cr 0 ‘.. cl 
x > 
Now, in conjunction with the families (B, ,I(i,j)E.~) and 
{E;,,I(i,j)E.F}, the unitaries (V,)tzi satisfy conditions (d)-(f); therefore 
we have that for all (i, j) E 9, 
(0) II W,*A;., W, - E;. ,/I = II VTA,, j v, - Et.1 II 
< F. 
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We conclude from (n) and (0) that the unitaries (IV,)::, in conjunction 
with the families (B,, ,I (i, j) E .F} and {E,, ,I (i, .i) E .f ) satisfy conditions 
(d)-(g) above. 1 
The next lemma is a technical result which will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. The lemma states that if A = (x,,) is an nz x n matrix such that 
IIAII - 1 is of the order of 6>0 and .u,,-1 is of the order of q>O. then 
there exists an (n? - 1) x (n - 1) matrix B such that 11 Bll < 1 and 
II,4 -(:, i)ll is of the order of 6+q. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let m, n he positive integers, und let A = (x,,,) he any m x n 
complex mutrix. Let 6, q > 0 he positive numbers such that 
(a) I/A/I < 1 +6; 
(b) 11 -XI,/ <v. 
Then there exists an (m - 1) x (n - 1) matrix B such that /I BII < 1 untl 
Proqf: We have 
(cl (I +S)I> lIAll’> 
A similar calculation shows that 
(d) (I +s)2> lx,,/‘+ ll(0 x,2 ‘.’ x,,,)l12. 
A little algebra shows that (c) and (d) imply the following condition: 
(e) Il(O XI2 ... -Finn> lI(O SII .” -V,,,I I’ll -=I [(2+fi+‘1)(6+rl)l’.2. 
Let X be the (m - 1) x (n - 1) matrix obtained by deleting the first row 
and the first column of A. Define B = X/( 1 + 6), then B is (m ~ 1) x (n - 1) 
and // BII = IiXll/( 1 + 6) d llAII/( 1 + 6) < 1. Moreover. using conditions (a) 
and (e), we see that 
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</.~,,-lI+[(2+~i+t~)(S+~)]‘~ 
+(jl - l/(1 +S)l)-il4 
<(S+q)+ [(2+6+17)(ci+17)]‘2. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
Proof of‘ Throrrm 3.3. The theorem will be proved by using induction 
on k. Thus, assume first that k = 2. Let E > 0 be given, and let 6 = tS(i:, k) 
be any positive number such that 0 < 6 < minjc, 1 j. Let {A,. , I 1 < i <.j 6 2 ) 
be any family of n, xn, matrices such that with respect to 6, this family 
satisfies conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.3. Apply the singular value decom- 
position theorem to obtain unitary matrices C;, , U2 such that 
U, A ,.? U, = diag(a, ,..., CJ,,), 
where p=min{n,, tr2) and rr, = IlA ,?I1 3 3 rr,] 3 0. Define the sequence 
(S,):, , of positive numbers as follows: 
s, = 
i 
0, if cr, < 1: 
6, otherwise. 
Define E ,,, = I,,,, f&= I,,,, and El.,= diag( I, (T? - Sz ,..., c,, ~ (s,,). Then 
using the fact that Q, = llA,-,21/ < 1 +a, it is easy to verify that the unitaries 
ZJ,, U, and the family {,!?,,,I <i<,j<2] satisfy conditions (d)-(f) of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Now assume that the theorem is true for some k3 2. We want to 
demonstrate that the theorem holds for k + 1. To this end, let c > 0 be 
given, and let 6 = 6(c, k) > 0 be the positive number associated with the 
pair (E, k) via the induction hypothesis. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that 6+etl. Let {A,,,Il<i<j<k+l) be any family of n,xn, 
matrices such that if k is replaced by k + I in Theorem 3.3, then with 
respect to 6 and k + 1, this family satisfies (a))(c) of Theorem 3.3. For 
positive numbers a, ,& define h(cr, f3) as follows: 
h(a,B)=(~+B)+[(2+sl+B)(~+8)1”*. 
We will prove that there exists a sequence of fz, x n, unitaries (ci,): +,’ and 
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a family {E,, , / 1 < i < j< k + 1 } of n, x n, matrices such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(g) If 1 di<jdk+ 1, then 
Et,, = 
where B,,, is (n,- 1)x (n,- I) and lIB,,J < 1; 
(h) E,,,= l,,,, 1 <i<k+ 1; 
(i) for all 1 <i<,j<k+ 1, 
llU,*A,.,U,-E,,,Il <NIP); 
where p = E( 1 + 6) + 6 + k(S, ye) and r) = [( 1 + S)(3Ls + 2c)]/( 1 - (5). 
Because limtl,p, L lo.o) h(cr, /I) = 0, the proof of statements (g))(i) will com- 
plete the inductive proof of Theorem 3.3. 
To begin the proof of (g)-(i), let .f be the following set of pairs of 
positive integers: 
.f= j(i,J)l 1 <i<,j<k+ 1, i#k,,j#k). 
By induction hypothesis, we may apply Lemma 3.4 to the family {A i,, / 1 < 
i <j 6 k + 1 ), obtaining a sequence of nj x n, unitary matrices (U,)fi:,’ and 
a family (I?,., I (i, ,j) E .f 1 of n, x n, matrices such that the following condi- 
tions hold: 
(j) The family i E,,, I (i, .j) E 9 ) satisfies condition (g) above; 
(k) llL’,*A,.,U,-E,,,ll <E, (ij)~.Y; 
(1) for some 030, 
Because E < h(b;, p), we see that conditions (g)-(i) are satisfied by the 
unitaries ( U,)::,’ and the family [E,. , I (i, ,j) E .F }. 
Now define # to be the following set of ordered pairs of positive 
integers: 
Because gu.F= [(ij)ll<<<j<k+l}, to complete the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that there exists a family {E,, , I (i, j) E f j of 
n, x n, matrices such that this family in conjunction with the unitaries 
t"f)i- 1, ..k+ I satisfies conditions (g)-- (i ). 
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Define E,,, = I ,li. Then the family f E , k,kj clearly satisfies (g)-(i). Next we 
will show that there exists E,.,, Ek,kt., such that the family {E,.,,, E, k + , ) 
satisfies (g)-(i). To this end, define Ci,, = U,*A,,, b’,, I d i<j< k + 1. iy (1) 
we have 
CL, = i 
CJ 0 “’ 0 
1 x ’ 
(T 3 0. 
Therefore, with C,,, + , = (y,,), we see that 
It follows from conditions (c) (of Theorem 3.3) (g), and (k) that 
ICI YII l-11 d Iv,, - 11 
Condition (a) (of Theorem 3.3) implies that (IA,,,]1 < 1 + 6 and 
IYIII G lIAu+t 11 < 1 + 6; consequently we have 
(m) IDI J’II l-11, by,, - 11 cd+&; 060, ly,,l < 1 +6. 
Because 6 + E < I, we see that (m) implies the following condition: 
(n) I1 -4, I1 -y,,l <q= [(l +S)(36+2~)]/(1 -6). 
Conditions (a) (of Theorem 3.3) and (n), along with Lemma 3.5, imply 
that there exists an n, x nk matrix E, k and an n, x nh + 1 matrix Ek,k + I such 
that these matrices satisfy the conditions: 
(0) 4, and hlr+ I satisfy conditions (g) and (h); 
(p) for (i, .j) = (1, k), (k, k + l), we have 
II ul*A,, , u, - E,. ,ll < 44 v 1. 
Because h(6, II) < h(6, p), where p = E( 1 + 6) + 6 + h(6, v), we have that 
(g)-(i) are true for the family (E,,k, E,,,, , ). 
Now,~={(1,k),(k,k),(k,k+1)}u{(i,k)~1~i~k),thereforetheproof 
of Theorem 3.3 will be complete if we prove (g)-(i) for all pairs (i, k) such 
that 1 < i < k. To this end, fix 1 <c i < k, and write C,,k as 
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Using (c) (of Theorem 3.3) and (p), we see that 
(9) IIC,,iC~.k-E~.kll d lI~~.,~,.~-C~,~ll + l C‘~.~-E~.~ll 
< 6 + h(S, Y/). 
Because (1, i)g.P, it follows from (a) (of Theorem 3.3) (c), (k), and (4) 
that 
(r) IIEL~C,,, - E,.,ll d IIEL,C,., - C,,,C,,,ll + l/C,,sC,,, ~ E,.,ll 
< IIE1.r - C,.,lI lIC,.,ll + 8 + 44 )1) 
<E(l-t6)16-th(6, q). 
= p. 
The top row of the matrix E,,, C,., - E,,, is just (z,, - 1 z,? z,,~~), hence 
we conclude from (r) that 
(s) II -=,,I d IIE,,;C,,,-E,.d <P, 
Because llA,,,ll < 1 + 6, Lemma 3.5 applied to (s) yields an n, x nk matrix E,,, 
such that Ei,k satisfies (g), (h) and such that IIU,*A,.k U, - E,,,Il < h(6, p). 
Therefore the family {Ei,k I 1 < i< k} satisfies (g))(i). 1 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let E > 0 be any positive number and let k 3 2 he uny 
positive integer. Then there exists a positive number (5 = 6(c, k) > 0 bvith the 
property that cf {A,, , I 1 < id j d k} is any’ fumily of n, x n, complex mutrices 
such that with respect to 6, conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.3 hold, then there 
exists a sequence qf n, x n, unitary matrices (U,)f= , and u family {E,, I 1 < 
id j< k} of n, x n, matrices such that with respect to E, conditions (d))(f) q/ 
Theorem 3.3 hold. Moreover, the following extra condition holds: 
k) Er.pEp.,=Ei,,, 1 <i<p<j<k. 
Proof: Let q = ?7(~/2~, k) >O be the positive number that Theorem 3.3 
assigns to the pair (~/2~, k). Without loss of generality we may assume that 
~<.5/2~. Let6=min{l,q}. Let {A,,,Il<ii,j<k} beanyfamilyofn,xn, 
matrices such that with respect to 6, this family satisfies (a))(c) of 
Theorem 3.3. Then according to Theorem 3.3, there exists a sequence of 
n, x n, unitary matrices (U,)f, , and a family {F,,, I 1 d i <.j d k} of n, x n, 
matrices such that the following conditions hold: 
(h) If i< j, then F,,, has the form 
1 0 F,,= i ! 0 CL, ’ 
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where C,., is (n, ~ 1 ) x (n, - I ) and 11 C,, ,I1 < I ; 
(i) F,,,= 1 ,I, 3 
(j) ~~U(YA,,,U,-F,,J <c/2/‘. 
For 1 di<,jdlc, define 
B,,,=C,.,+,...C’, I,, 
E,,,=F,.,+,..-F, I.,. 
For i=,j, define E,., = I,,,. It is clear from (h) and (i) that in conjunction 
with the unitaries ( Ui)f= , the family {E,, , I I d i <j< k} satisfies conditions 
(d), (e) of Theorem 3.3, and condition (g) above. 
To complete the proof, it will suffice to prove that the family 
{E, ,I 1 < i < j< k} satisfies condition (f) of Theorem 3.3. To this end, for 
1 <‘id j<k, define T,,, = U,*A,, , CJ,. Applying Lemma 3.2 to the families 
jF,.,Il<iid.jbk), (T,,,I 1 <i<,j<kf, then we have 
IIT,,,,, ...T, L-F,,,,, .-.F, ,./II> IIT,.,-T,.,+, 
< (8/2k)(2' '- l), i < j. 
Hence, if 1 d i < ,i < k, then we have 
(k) llT~.j-E~.,ll 6 IIT,.,- Tt.,+ t.‘. T, 1.,/l 
+llT,.,+ ,.-.T, 1.,-F,,,+, 
< 2(e/2")(2' j - 1) 
< c. 
r, I./II 
F, 1,111 
Using (k) together with the observation that 11 T,,, - EJ = 0, we conclude 
that condition (f) of Theorem 3.3 holds for the family 
{E,,,Il<i<,jdk). I 
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let k 3 2 he uny positiae integer. Let (E,. , / 1 < i < .j < k } he 
any fhmily if n, x n, complex matrices such that LX 1 < i< j < k, then 
Et,, = 
where B,,, has dimension (n, ~ 1) x (n, - 1) and l/B,,, I/ < I. Let n = xF=, n;. 
For 1 < i < j d k, let F,. , he the n x n block matri.y defined h-y 
0 
F,.,= 0 E,., 0 
i i 0 
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H,.,= 0 G,,, 0 i ! 0 
IJ’ .d is thr C*-suhulgrhru qf M,, grvwratd hi, the ,furnil?x 1 F,, ;I 1 < i < 
j d k }, therz [ H,, , I I ,< i 6 .j d k 1 c .d. 
Proof: Fix I < i < j< k. If n, = 1 or n, = 1, then it is easy to see that 
H,,,= F,.,E.~. Hence we may assume that n,> 1 and n,> 1. For any 
positive integer m, we have 
Because (E,.,E,T,)“‘= (i, (H,,,(k;,mi), with llB,.,il < 1, we have 
lim iE.,C,Y’=!:, o,.r ,,‘i=G,., ,,1 * I
Consequently, 
lim (F,,,FF,)“‘= 
!,I - I 
Therefore If,,, E .d. This implies that H,., = H,,,F,., E .d. Similar reasoning 
shows that H,, , = lim,, - % (F,T,F,.,j”’ E ,cyl. Because i, j are arbitrary, we 
conclude that for all 1 d id j d k, H,, , E d. 1 
Let k 3 2 be a positive integer, and let {E,, ,I 1 d i 6 j < k ) be a family of 
n, x n, complex matrices. Define n = Et=, n,, and let F,,, be the n x n block 
matrix 
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The next result gives a sufkient condition for the C*-subalgebra of M,, 
generated by the F,, , to have a direct summand that is *-isomorphic to M, 
3.8. THEOREM. Let k > 2 he uny positivr integer, und let [E,. ,I 1 ,< i < 
.j d k ) he nny ,fumi!,j of n, x n, compltcx matricrs sutisfjGng the ,ftillo~~~ing 
conditions: 
(a) If 16 i<j<k, thrn 
E,. , = 
where B;,, is (n, - 1 ) x (H, - 1 ) und 11 B,,,lI < 1; 
(b) E,,,= I,,<. Vi; 
(c) E,.,E,., = E,.,, 1 6 id p <.i. 
Let n = x:_, n,. For 1 < i < j < k, let F,, , he the n x n block matri.v 
Let .d he the C*-suhalgehru of M,, generated he the ,family (F,,, 1 1 < i 6 
j 6 k ). Then there exist C*-suhalgehrus .A9 and V of M, such that 8 is 
*-isomorphic to M, and .d is the C*-algebra direct sum of’ 59, %, i.e., 
Proof: For 1 < i<,j< k, define G,,, and H,,, as in Lemma 3.7. For 
1 <j<i<k, define G,.,=G/T,, H,,, = H,T,. According to L,emma 3.7, we 
have H,,, E &‘, for all 1 < i, ,j < k. 
Define J= C:= I H,,,. Let !%I be the C*-subalgebra of M,, generated by 
the family (Hi,,1 1 <i,j<k); note that J is the identity for g. Elementary 
computations show that the family i H,,, 1 1 6 i,,j< k) is a complete system 
of matrix units for g, i.e., 
(d) C;=, H,.,=J; 
(e) H,.,=H,T,, l<i,,i<k; 
(f) H,3,H,.,=6,,H,.,, 1 G&j, P,Y<~. 
For 1 < i <,j < k, define the n, x n, matrix J,. , as foilows: 
if i< j; 
otherwise. 
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For 1 < i < j< k, let K,, , be the n x n block matrix, 
0 
K,,,= 0 J,., 0 
i ! 0 
For 1 djdi<k, define J,,, = J:,, K,., = K,T,. Let % be the C*-subalgebra of 
M, generated by the family {K,, ,I 1 d i, ,j< k ). Then we claim that .d is the 
direct sum of 2Y and V?; that is, 
(g) $4, ‘&Ed; 
(h) .d=.3+%?;; 
(i) BC=CB=O, BE.%, CE%. 
Statements (g) and (h) follow from the fact that for 1 6 i, j 6 k, E,, , = 
G,,,+ J,.,> and H,,,E.~. Statement (i) is a consequence of the fact that for 
16i,j, ~,q<k G,.,,J,,,=Jl.pGy.,=O. 
Because the family (H,, ,I 1 < i, ,j< k) is a complete system of matrix 
units for 2, we see that ,@ is *-isomorphic to M,. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 1 
Let k, n 2 1 be positive integers, and let {B,, , / 1 d i < j < k $ be a family 
of n x n complex matrices. The following lemma states that if the B,., 
approximate a triangular system of matrix units in M,, then there exists a 
family {A,,, 1 1 d i <.j d k} of n, x n, matrices such that the block matrices 
approximate the B,, , , and such that the A:,, also approximate a triangular 
system of matrix units in M,,. 
3.9. LEMMA. Let k, n > 1 he arbitrary positive integers and let 6 > 0 he un 
arhitrury positive number. Let (e,, ,I 1 d i, j < k 1. he the standard system of’ 
matrix units in M,. Suppose that {B,,, 1 1 < i 6 j,< k) is a family of’ n x n . 
complex matrices such that the ,f;7llowing three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) There exist positive integers (n,)f= ,, with x:=, n,=n, such that 
for 1 < i < k, B,,, is the n x n block mutri.v 
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(b) I llB,.,ll ~ 11 ~6, 1 <i<j<k; 
(c) $1 <i<p<k und I <q< j<k, thm 
II B,., B,, /II < 63 if’ P f q; 
IIB,,,~,,,, - B,,,ll < 6, if, p = y. 
For 1 < i <,j < k, write B,, , as a block matrix having k’ blocks such thut the 
(p, q)th block is occwpic)d by un n,] x ny mutrix Bl,:“‘, ix., 
B 1. I = (B!“-‘J’)” _ 1. I I’. q I 
For 1 < i < .j < k, dcfi’nr A,, , = B:..‘;l’, md lrt C’,. , he the .f))llobving n x n block 
matrix: 
0 
C,,,- 0 A,,, 0 
i 1 0 
Then for 1 < i < j < k NY haw 
(d) A,.,= l,,z; 
(e) /lB,.,-C,.,lI <2@: 
(f) I IIA,.,ll-WW+W; 
(g) llA,,,-A,,,A ,,,, lI<(6k+l)6+4(k+k’)b2, i<pd.i. 
Proof: Condition (d) follows from (a). 
To prove (e), let 1 d p, q < k, and 1 d id .j d k. If p = .j, define D:,;.’ to be 
the n xn block matrix having k’ blocks such that for q# i, the (q, p)th 
block of D!,“,’ is occupied by BI.“;“‘, and all other blocks are 0, i.e., 
If p #j, define D(“) to be the n x n block matrix having k’ blocks such that 
the (q, p)th bloci’of 05.7’ is occupied by Bj,4;fl’, and all other blocks are 0, 
i.e.. 
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Note that for 16pfk and I <ii.j<k, we have 
Condition (c) implies that for 1 6 i <.j < k, 
NOW, for I d i <j ok, we have B,,, - C,, I = Ct,_ , D:(I). hence (~1 implies 
that 
11 B,,, - C,,,il S i llD;.“,‘ll f ilD,.‘,Il 
I’ # I 
=,,$, ltB,.,B,,ll + lI~~.‘;ll 
<k&k6=2k6. 
This proves (e). 
TO prove (f), let 1 < i <.j < k. Then (b) and (e) imply that 
I llA,,,l/ - 11 = I lK.,ll - ‘I 
G I II c,, , II - II B,, , II I + I II B,, /II - 1 I 
,< II C,. , - B,, , II + 6 
<2kd+S=(Zk+ I)& 
This proves (f). 
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To prove (g), let 1 <i<p<,j<k. Then (a), (e), and (c) imply that 
llA,,,-AL,>A,,.,ll = llc,.,-~,,,>~,L,ll 
G II CL, - B,,,lI + ll~,,,li llB,,,,-C,.,li 
+ II c’,.,,Il II B,,. , - c’,,. , I/ + II B,. , ~ Bi.,, B,, ,/I 
<2k6+2kb(l +6)+2k6(1 +6+2ko)+ii 
=(6k+l)o+4(k+k’)6’. 
This proves (g). 1 
The next lemma states that if [ B,, ,I 1 < i < j < k} is a family of n x n com- 
plex matrices such that the B,., approximate, in the sense of Lemma 3.9, a 
triangular system of matrix units in M,,, then there exists a triangular 
system of matrix units i G,, ,I 1 d i < j d k f in M,, such that the C*-sub- 
algebra of M,, generated by the G,,, has a direct summand that is 
*-isomorphic to M, . 
3.10. LEMMA. Let k 3 2, n > 1 he positive integers. Let r: > 0 he un 
urhitrary~ positive number. Then there exists u positive number 6 = S(c, k) > 0 
with the property that if‘ { B,, , ( 1 < i < ,j < k ) is uny ,fumily of’ n x n complex 
matrices sutisfying conditions (a))(c) helolz,, then there exists II triangular 
.system of matrix units ( G,, , j I < i < .j < k } in M,, such that conditions (d ) 
and (e) below are satisfj:ed. 
(a) The ,family {B,,, j 1 < i < k ) is un orthogonal sy,stem of se@adjoint 
projections in M,, such thut C:=, B,,, = l,,; 
(b) I llB,.,ll - II ~8, I <i,<,j<k; 
(c) $1 <i<p<k und I <q<j<k, then 
II B,., B,, , II < 6, !‘f‘ p z q; 
II B,., B,. , - B,, , II < 4 if’ p = q. 
(d) lIBi,,pG,.tll <F, 1 <i<j<k; 
(e) if .SX? is the C*-subalgebra of M,, generuted by the family {G,, , I 1 
<i<jdk}, h h t en t ere exist C*-subalgebras ~9 and % of M, such that d is 
*-isomorphic to M, and .d is the direct sum of 9, %%, i.e., 
Proof: Let 6, =b;,(c/2, k)>O be the positive number that Corol- 
lary 3.6 associates with the pair (c/2, k). Choose 6 > 0 so small that 
(6k+l)ii+4(k+k’)S”<min(ci,.t;/‘2) =)I. 
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Let {B;,,) 1 6 i<j< k} be any family of n x n matrices such that with 
respect to 6, conditions (a)-(c) above are satisfied. Let {e,, 1 1 < i, j< k j be 
the standard system of matrix units in M,. Then condition (a) implies that 
there exists a unitary matrix VE M,, and a sequence (n,)f=, of positive 
integers such that n = Eli=, n, and 
0 
V*B,,,V= 0 I,,, 0 . 
i 1 0 
For <i < j< k, define b,, = V*B,., V. Then with respect to 6, the family 
{B,, 1 1 < i < j < k} satisfies conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 3.9. Therefore 
there exists a family {A,,, 1 1 d i < j 6 k} of n, x n, matrices such that the 
following statements hold: 
(f) For lbidjdk, if 
then /I j,, , - C,, , II < 2kd < v; 
(g) I llA,.,ll-Il<(2k+1)6<~, l<i<j<k; 
(h) A;.,= I,,,, l<i<k; 
(i) jlA,i-A,,A,il/<(6k+l)6+4(k+k’)~‘<rl, l<i<pdJ<k. 
Applying Corollary 3.6 to conditions (g)-(i), we conclude that there 
exists a sequence (U,)F=, of nix n, unitary matrices and a family 
{E, , I 1 d id j< k} of n, x n, matrices such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(j) If 1 <i<j<k, then 
E, / = 
1 0 
i > 0 D;,; ’ 
where Di,, is (n,- 1)x (n,- 1) and lID,,j(/ < 1; 
(k) E,., = I,,, 1 <id k; 
(1) IIU?A,,jfJj-E;,il( <c/2; 
(m) Ei.pEp.I=E,,,, l<idp,<j<k. 
For 1 did j<k, let 
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Applying Theorem 3.8 to conditions (j---(m), we conclude that if ;d is the 
C*-subalgebra of M,, generated by the family (F,,, 1 1 < i < j< k ), then 
there exist C*-subalgebras a and @ of M,, such that .@ is *-isomorphic to 
M, and .d is the C*-algebra direct sum of 3, e, i.e., .J= .g@@. 
Now let 
and define U to be the IZ x n unitary matrix U= VW. For 1 d i < j< k, let 
Gi,,= lJF,,,U*. Let .r9= U.JU*, 99= UgU*, and V= U@U*. Because 
.G? = g @ @, we see that .d = 9 @ %. Because .d is generated by the family 
(G,,,I 1 dibj<k}, and because .9I is *-isomorphic to M,, conditions (d) 
and (e) above will hold if we prove that for I 6 i < j d k, II B,. , - G,, , /I < ~‘2. 
To this end, fix 1 d i<,j< k. Then conditions (f) and (1) imply that 
l/BE., - G,.,lI = II&, - V*G,., VII 
= II j,, , - WF;, W* II 
G II B,, , - C,. , II + II C,, , ~ WF,, W* II 
<&‘+ /IW*C,,,W-F,.,Il 
= 42 + II UT.4 ,. , U, - Es., II 
< 42 + E/2 = E. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.13, the main result of this section. 
In order to carry through the proof of the theorem, we need the following 
two lemmas. These lemmas are well-known in the literature, hence we will 
omit their proofs-see 12, 1.6, 1.71. 
3.11. LEMMA. Let E > 0 he a positive number. Then there exists a positive 
number 7 = Y(E) > 0 such that if& is a C*-algebra acting on a Hilhert space 
2, and if E is a selfadjoint projection on ~‘6 such that there is an A E .d with 
l/E - A I/ < 7, then there is a selfhdjoint projection FE .d with 
IIE- FII (E. 
3.12. LEMMA. If‘ E > 0 is a positive number and n is a positive integer, 
then there is a positive number 6 = 6(e, n) > 0 with the property that !f .d is 
a C*-algebra and if {E, I 1 < i < n} is a,fumily qf selfudjoint prqjections in .d 
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bixith I/ E,E, Ij < 6 for i # j, then there exists an orthogonal fami1.y of selfadjoint 
prqjections (F, / 1 < i < n > in .d llith 
IHE;- F,ll -cc, I dibn. 
The following non-selfadjoint result culminates this section. 
3.13. THEOREM. For ever}’ positive number E > 0 and for ever)’ positive 
integer k > 1, there exists a positive number 6 = 6(&, k) > 0 with the follow,ing 
properties. Let n > 1 be any positive integer and let .& he a von Neumann 
algebra qf tl’pe I,, acting on a Hi&err space .%D”. Let (F,%, 1 1 6 i < j 6 k ‘, be 
a triangular sqlstern qf’ matrix units in B(.X). [f‘ there e.uists CI ,famil> 
(A,,,1 1 <i<j<k) in A’ w.ith 
IHA,.,-F,,,ll <& 1 <i<j<k, 
then there exists a triangular system of matrix units {E,,, I 1 6 i<,j< kJ in 
.X such that 
II E,, , ~ F,. , II < ~3 1 <i<.j<k. 
Moreover, if .d is the C*-subalgebra qf .A“ generated by the ,fami/J 
{E, , j 1 d id j 6 k 1, then there exist C*-subalgebras 28 and (6 of .A' such 
tha; d is *-isomorphic to M, and .c4 is the C*-algebra direct sum of a, %, 
i.e., 
Proqf The case k = 1 follows from Lemma 3.11. Hence we may assume 
that k 3 2. Let E > 0 be given. Choose positive numbers 6, q, r,, q2 satisfy- 
ing 
(a) 6 <“u’(v)> a,(~,, kL Ud2, k), YI; 
h<d,(rl,> k); 
Here y(u) > 0 is the positive number that Lemma 3.11 associates with 
q, 6, = 6 ,(q, , k) > 0 is the positive number that Lemma 3.12 associates 
with the pair (qI, k), and 6, = 6,(v],, k) >O is the positive number that 
Lemma 3.10 associates with the pair (q2, k). 
Let {F,., / 1 d i G j d k) be a triangular system of matrix units in B(X) 
and let {A,, , I 1 < i < j < k} be a family of elements in A! such that 
/IA,,,-F,,,lI <St 1 <i<j<k. 
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For 1 < i < k, (a) implies that I( A ,, , - F,,J < ;‘(q). Hence, because each F,,, 
is a projection, Lemma 3.11 implies that there exists projections C,,, E N 
such that 
(b) IIC,,, 
Moreover, (b) implies that for 
II CL, c‘,. ,II = II Cf., c,. 
d llC,,,l/ . II 
< 211 
<b,. 
-F,.,ll <r?, 1 <i<k. 
z i, 
- F,.,F,. /II 
C,.,-F,.,Il + llF,.,l~ llC,,,-F,.,ll 
Hence, by Lemma 3.12, there exists an orthogonal family of projections 
{D,.,l 16idk) in .,6’ such that 
(cl IID,., - C,.,lI < VI 1 1 di6k. 
Statements (a), (b), and (c) imply that 
G 1 (IIF,,, - C,.,ll + IIC,., - D,,,ll) 
i I 
Because cr= 1 D,,, is a selfadjoint projection, we conclude that x:=, D,,, = 1. 
It is clear from (a), (b), and (c) that for 1 6 i<k, IID,,,- F,,,lI 6 
IID;.,-C,.,ll + IIC,.,-F,,ill <y+q1<q2<h2. For 16i<.j<k, define 
Di,,=Ai,,. Then by (a), we have 
(d) Ilo,.,-F,.,Il <qz<b, l<i<j<k. 
Let Y: A!’ + M,, be a * -isomorphism from .A! onto M,,. For 1 < i < ,j < k, 
define B,, , = Y(D,, ,). We claim that the following conditions hold. 
(e) The family {B,; / 1 < i 6 k} is an orthogonal system of selfadjoint 
projections in M,, such that xF= , Bj,, = 1,~ ; 
(0 I llB,.,ll ~ 11 ~6,; 
(g) if 1 didpdk and 1 dq<jdk, then 
lIBi.p~y.,ll <b, if p # q; 
ll4,A,,,-B,,,li 6, if p = q. 
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To prove this claim, note first that condition (e) follows from the fact 
that the D,,, form an orthogonal family of projections in fl with sum 1. To 
prove (f), let 1 < i < j 6 k. Then (d) implies that 
I IIB,.,I/ - 11 = I IlD,,,ll - lIF,.,il I 
G !ln,.,-F,.,il 
< (5,. 
This proves (f). To prove (g), let 1 6 i < p < k and 1 < q <,j 6 k. If p # q, 
then (a) and (d) imply that 
I/~,,,~,.,/1 = lI~,JJ~<,.,Il 
= llD,,,J,., - F,.,,F,,,ll 
< lID,.,J . IID ,,., -F,,,ll + lIF,.,I/ IID,.,-F,.,,il 
<(I +v?2vr7+~17 
= 242 + tj; 
<a,. 
On the other hand, suppose p = q. Then (a) and (d) imply that 
IlB,.,B,>,,-B,.,Il = II~,.,J,.,-D,.,II 
6 IID,.,,ll /ID,,,, -F,,.,lI + IUD,.,-F,.,,Il + IIF,,,-D,,,ll 
<(1 +rlz)k!+k? 
= 3u12 + II; 
< &. 
This completes the proof of (g), hence the claim holds. 
Because d2=d2(r:/2, k) is the positive number that Lemma 3.10 
associates with the pair (42, k), we may conclude from (e))(g) that there 
exists a triangular system of matrix units {G,, , / 1 d i <,j< k j in M,, such 
that the following statements hold: 
(h) lIA,.,-G,.,I/ <E/L 1 <i<j<k; 
(i) if .p? is the C*-subalgebra of M,, generated by the family 
(G,,, / 1 < i < j < k ), then there exist C*-subalgebras 3 and 4 of M,, such 
that 3 is *-isomorphic to M, and ,d = 3 @ @. 
For 1 d id j d k, define E,. , = YP ‘(G,, ,). Then the family (E,, ,I 1 < i < 
j d k 1 is a triangular system of matrix units in A’, and for I < i < ,j < k, we 
have 
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l/F,, , ~ E,, , II < IIF,, , - D,. ,I1 + II D,. , - E,. , II 
<42+ IIWD,.,)-G’r.,lI 
=v2+ ll~,,,~G,,ll 
< q/2 + i:;‘2 
= 8. 
Let .d, ~8, and ‘6’ be the C*-subalgebras of .M defined, respectively, as 
Y ‘(,d), Y- ‘(r’a), and Y ‘(‘3). Then it is clear from (i) that .d is 
generated by {E,,,I 1 <i<,j<kJ, .a is *-isomorphic to M,, and .d = 
9 @ 59. This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF TUHF ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove Theorem I, namely that two TUHF algebras are 
isometrically isomorphic if, and only if they have the same supernatural 
number. This is the content of Theorem 4.10. 
The next four propositions provide needed information about Banach 
algebra inductive limits. These propositions are adaptations of standard 
material [3], hence we will not present their proofs. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let (,$,) he a sequence qf’ unitul Banach algebras, und 
let I@,,,mlmGn _ ] he a fi-rmillx of isometric isomorphisms ,from .$,, into .$,. 
A.s.sume that ,for m < p < n, 
(a) @,,.,,,( 1 ,,I 1 = 1 ,i ; 
@!Z. p @p.nz = @,,. 111 
Let .d = lim ,, _ ,. (,Qz, ; @ ,,,,,, ). Then there esi.st.s cm increasing sequence ( Sq,) 
of Banach-suhulgehrus of .G3 Such that each .q, contains the identitls of .d 
und the ,following conditions hold. 
(b) For each m there exists un isometric isomorphism @,,, : S& + .c& 
from .G& onto .&, such that a,, @ ,,,,,, = @ ,,,, m < n: 
(c) .d = u Jl,’ ‘1. 
Moreover, if each .$, is u C*-ulgehra and the Q,,,,,, are * -i.st~morphi.sm.s, then 
.d is u C*-algebra and the @,, are *-i.somorphism.r. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let ( ,s$,) he u sequence of unital Banach algebras, and 
let { @ ,,,,,, Im < n } he a .fbrnilJl of isometric isomorphisms ,from .& into .d,,,. 
ASSUtne that lhis firrriil~~~ ,sutisfks con&t ion (a ) of Proposition 4.1 Let 
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.d = lim,, . ,- ( .CZZ ,,,,, ; @ ,,,,,, ). Suppose that /r is u unital Banach algebra such 
thut thcrc exists an increasing sequence (Q,, ) of’ Banuch-subalgebras Q’ ‘1 
such that each ‘/,, contuins the identit), of’ ‘r und the ,follolcing conditions 
hold: 
(a ) For ~~~1~ n there r.xi.sts un isometric i.somorphi.sm ‘I’,, : .Q& + Ir,, of 
.$, onto ‘Y,, suc~h thut 
(b) ‘Jr=m” “. 
For each n let .& he the Bunach-subalgebra ?f’ .d given by Proposition 4. I, 
und let A,, = ‘F/,, @,, ‘. Then there exists an isometric isomorphism A : .d + ‘r 
.jk~rn .R/ onto V such thut ,fbr ull n, A(&?,) = ‘/,, und A / ,J,, = A,,. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let ,d be u unital Banach algebra, and let (&) be an 
increusing sequencr of‘ Banach-subulgehrus of’ .w’ such that each .ti,:, contains 
the identit!, und .cu’ = u .&,:,I I#. For m < n let i ,,,,, 2: .$,, + .q, he the inclusion 
mupping. Then .G? i.s i.sometricul!)~ isomorphic to lim,, _ , (~4, ; i ,,,,,, ). 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let .(I/ and .a he tbi’o Banuch algchru inductive limits 
given l7.1, 
.d = lim (.A?,,:,; Y,,,,,). 
,, - L 
Assume thut ,fi)r each m there exi.st isometric isomorphisms A,,,: .c$,, + .8,,, 
.such that for m 6 n. 
YY,,.,,, Am, =A ,, @,,,m . 
Then .o/ is isometricull?~ isomorphic to d. 
The strategy for provir?g Theorem I will be to prove the theorem first for 
the case where we have standard-form TUHF algebras. Theorem I will 
then follow as an immediate consequence of this special case. 
The following theorem gives the easy half of Theorem I for the case of 
standard-form TUHF algebras. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let (p,,) und (q,,) he t1z.o sequences of’ positive integers 
.such thut .for m < n, 
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Let .Y und .Y- be the fhllow~ing .rtundurdyform TUHF algebras: 
.Y = lim r,,,,, 
,I . I 
7 = lim T ‘,,i I/ t I 
Proof: Suppose that N[(p,,)] = N[(q,,)]. Then for every positive integer 
i, there exist positive integers j, k such that p,l y, and y,Ipk. Hence there 
exist two increasing sequences of positive integers 
ni, <m?< ..‘, 
11, < 112 < ‘. 
such that for all k, we have 
P,,,A I Y,zr > 
Y,rr I P,?li / / 
For each k define d, = q,,,/p,,,,. Then the maps r~‘,,,~ ,,,,,, i: T,,p,,, + T,,,A are 
isometric isomorphisms. (Recall that for x E T ,,,, ‘i. CT ‘,,, i ,,,,,, (I) = 1 r,A 0 x.) Let 
@,, : T,,z -+ Fpn E ,Y and Y,, : T,,J + Fq,, c .7 be the isometric isomorphisms 
given by Proposition 4.1. Then for each k, A, = Y,zia,,,,l,,~,i Qcl,’ defines an 
isometric isomorphism between the Banach-subalgebra ,Yk = T,,n,k of .Y and 
the Banach-subalgebra y<. = A,( F,,J of .y. Using Proposition 4.1, simple 
manipulations show that the following statements are true: 
(a) (<V;;) is an increasing sequence of Banach-subalgebras of .Y’ 
containing the identity of ,C/’ such that ,‘/ = U Jfz” I’; 
(b) ifj<k, then A, =A, on <y: 
(c) (fA) is an increasing sequence of Banach-subalgebras of 3 
containing the identity of ,B such that ,9 = U ETA ’ ’ 
Proposition 4.2 applied to (b) and (c) implies that ,Y is isometrically 
isomorphic to lim,, _ 1 (,Y;,; i,,,,,,) and ,5 is isometrically isomorphic to 
lim,, + T (OF. i ,,, ,,,,,, ), Hence to show that .Y is isometrically isomorphic to 3 
it suffices to show that lim,,, , (,‘t,; i,,.,,,) is isometrically isomorphic to 
lim,, . I (K; it,.,,,). 
To this end, note that (b) implies that A,,, is an isometric isomorphism 
from ,V;,, onto .yy,, such that for m <n, we have i,, ,,,, A,,, = A,, on .C<,,. There- 
fore Proposition 4.4. entails that lim,, , , (:(?; i,,,,,,) is isometrically 
isomorphic to lim,, . , (97,; i ,,,,,, ). 1 
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The next two statements will be used to finish the proof of Theorem I for 
the case of standard-form TUHF algebras. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let n und k he positive integers, und Ic)t .cy’, M’, % hc 
,finite-dirnensionrl C*-ulgehras such thut the ,follo\~~ing .ctutement.s hold: 
(a) c/ =:#I@%‘; 
(b) .d is u C*-.whalgehru of’ ‘2 containing the identity of .!2; 
(c) .d is *-isomorphic to M,, and .# is * -isomorpl7ic to M,. 
Then n must divide k. 
Proof: See 0. Bratteli’s paper [ 1, Proposition 1.71. 1 
4.7. bZMMA. For every positive number c > 0 and el’el:)’ positiw integct 
k 3 1 there e.yists u 6 = d(c, k) > 0 icith the jbllo)zYng propert),. Let 1 hc II 
given unitul C*-uIgt+ru, and let . i! hr uny C*-suhulgehru of’ / 1 ‘. Let 
{E,, , / 1 < i, .j d k) he a .s>!stem of mutri.u units in I 1 ‘. If there uw A,, , E // 
with 
II E,. , - A ,. , II < 4 1 6 i, ,j 6 k. 
then there is u s)atem of’ matri.v units (F 1. / 1 1 6 i, j < k 1 in ~ It .such thut 
II E,. , ~ F,. , II < 1-:> 1 6 i, .j < k 
Proof: See Glimm 12, 1.101. 1 
We are now ready to prove the difficult half of Theorem I for the case 
of standard-form TUHF algebras. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let (p,,) and (q,,) hc tico sequences of positive integers 
such thut ,for m < n, 
P,,, I P,, 3 
Yn, I Y,, 
Let ,‘f arid Y he the ,follo\cing .rtundurdyform TUHF ulgehrus: 
.‘Y = lim T,,,, 
,I- I 
.T = lim T,,, 
I, . I 
Jf ,Y is isometricully isomorphic to 5, then .‘f und .Y- burr the .vumr super- 
I7uturul number. 
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Proof: First, consider the following two Banach algebra inductive 
limits: 
.d = lim CM ,,,,: g,, ,,., ,,,I. ,I - I 
For each n, let @,,: M ,,,, + I@,,,, z .cJ and Y,,: M,,, -+ I@,,, c .1 be the 
* -isomorphisms that Proposition 4.1 associates with ,d and 9, respectively. 
For all n, let f ,,,, = @,,(T,J(,) and f(,,, = Y,,(T,,,). For WI <n, CJ,,,~ .,,,I, maps T,]“, 
into T,,,) and @ri~,,,i. ,,,r, = ds,,,; hence we have ?r,,,p G F[ ,,,_ Likewise, for 171 < II, 
we have F‘,,>, G T, ,,,, Thus, if we set 
then Proposition 4.2 guarantees that .Y is isometrically isomorphic to J? 
and .Y is isometrically isomorphic to .t. Therefore there exists an isometric 
isomorphism @ from .d onto .B. 
To prove that N[(p,,)] = N[(y,,)], it will suffice to demonstrate, using an 
argument symmetric with respect to (p,,) and (q,,), that for all 111 there 
exists an n such that q,,, / p,,. 
To this end, fix ~7 and let ( CJ,, ,I 1 < i, ,j < q,,!) be the standard system of 
matrix units for M, ,,,,. For 1 6 i, ,j< q,,z, define E,,, = Y,,,k,, ,). Then the 
family [E,, , I 1 < i. .j 6 q,,, ) is a system of matrix units in M,,n. Moreover, 
the family (E,, , / 1 < i < ,j < y,,, ) is a triangular system of matrix units in 
L . 
Let c>O be an arbitrary positive number, and let 6 =6(~, q,,,) be the 
positive number that Lemma 4.7 associates with the pair (E, q,,,). Because 
U @(? ,,,,) is dense in ?-, there exists a family i A,~, / 1 6 i <j< q,,! i in this 
union such that 
II E,. , ~ 2 /. , II < 4’2, 1 < i d .i 6 q,,, 
Because the sequence (@( fp,,)) is increasing, we may assume that there 
exists an n such that for all 1 < i <,j< q,,l, 2,. , E @(f,,,,). 
Now let {,f;,, 1 1 < i, ,j< p,?) be the standard system of matrix units for 
M ,,,,. For 1 < i <.j < p,,, define F,,, = @,,(..f;, ,). Then the family i @(f;‘,, ) I 1 6 
i < j < p,,) is a basis for the algebra @( ?‘,,,,). Consequently, for 1 < i < 
.i d 9,,,> there exist complex numbers ii;:, I 1 < I’ < .c < p,,) such that 
I’,, 
.4^,.,= 1 t:‘,@(F,.,). 
,’ , 
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Let 1:’ = (o/2)/( I + max ix;;, lt;,l: 1 <ii,j<y,,,j). The sequence (T,,k) is 
increasing and U ,?(,i‘,, is dense in .g, hence there exists a k and a family 
!,4,.,ll <i<,j<p,,) in ?,i such that for I <i<.j<p,,. 
(a) II@(F,.,)-A,.,11 <d’(S’? II,?)? 
where 0 = cS’(e’, II,,) > 0 is the positive number that Lemma 3. I3 associates 
with the pair (e’, p,,). Note that Fcll s Yk(M,,) = m,, and a,, is a factor of 
type I,, Moreover, the family {@(F,, ,) j 1 < i <.j < p,,) is a triangular 
system of matrix units in the C’*-algebra ti. Hence Lemma 3.13 applied to 
(a) yields a triangular system of matrix units [G, ,I 1 <i<.j<p,,) in fi,,, 
such that 
il@(F,.,) - G,.,ll <I:‘, 1 d i < .j d p,, 
Moreover, if % is the C’*-subalgebra of A,, generated by 
{G,,,l I <i<j<p,,), then there exist C*-subalgebras 9 and I 1 of fi,, 
such that 9 is *-isomorphic to A4 ,,,, and X’= 9 0.1 ‘. For 1 d i < j< y ,,,, we 
have 
Consequently, if we set H,,, =x.P;,?F,G,,,, for I <i<j<q,,,, then we have 
IHE,.,- H,,,l/ G II-L-&II + II.&.,-H,.,lI 
< (ii2 + 6,12 = 8. 
For 1 <i&.j<y ,,,, define H,,,=H:,. Then for I <i<j<q ,,,, we have 
IIE,,, - H;.,l/ = ll(E,.,)* - V,ll 
= II E,. , - H,. , II 
< 6. 
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It follows that 
(b) 11 E,. , - H,, , II < (5, I d i. id q,,, 
The family {H,, ,I I < i, ,j < q,,, I 1 is contained in the C*-algebra %‘, and % 
is a C*-subalgebra of .a?, hence applying Lemma 4.7 to (b) yields a system 
of matrix units (K,, ,I I < i. ,j< q,,,) in % such that /IE,. , - K,, , II < t:, for 
1 G i, .i d y,,,. 
Let .A[ be the C*-subalgebra of % generated by the family { K,., 1 1 d i. 
j < q,,,). Then the C*-algebras %, V, 1 ‘. and N are all finite-dimensional 
and the following conditions hold: 
(c) % = c/o. 1’: 
(d) .N is a C’*-subalgebra of % containing the identity of %; 
(e) IN is *-isomorphic to M,,,, and 9 is *-isomorphic to M,,,, 
We conclude from Proposition 4.6 that q,,, / p,, 
Because the argument used above is symmetric with respect to (p,,) and 
(q,,), we conclude that NC(p,,)l = N(q,,)l. I 
Let .V be a TUHF algebra of type (p,,), i.e.. .Y is isometrically 
isomorphic to 3 = lim,, _ , T,],,, where p,Jp,, whenever m 6 n. Suppose 
that Y is also isometrically isomorphic to JU = lim,, _ , T,,2, where q,,, / q,, 
whenever nz <n. Then .Y and q/ are isometrically isomorphic, hence 
Theorem 4.8 implies that N[(p,,)] = N[(q,,)]. This observation allows us to 
make the following definition. 
4.9. DEFINITION. Let .// he cm urbitrur~~ TUHF ulgrhra qf’ rank (p,,), 
tvhere p,,, 1 p,, bvhenetler m < n. Tl7en the supernatural number of .F is dc$ned 
to be NC(P,,)l. 
Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.8 combine to give the classification of 
TUHF algebras in terms of their supernatural numbers: 
4.10. THEOREM. If’ ,(P und .9 ure arhitrury TUHF algebras, then .‘/’ is 
isometricall~~ isomorphic to .Y- if and onlls if’<Y and .F hatle the same .super- 
nutural number. 
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